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ABSTRACT
General-purpose knowledge bases (KBs) are an important compo-
nent of several data-driven applications. Pragmatically constructed
from available web sources, these KBs are far from complete, which
poses a set of challenges in curation as well as consumption.

In this tutorial we discuss how completeness, recall and nega-
tion in DBs and KBs can be represented, extracted, and inferred.
We proceed in 5 parts: (i) We introduce the logical foundations
of knowledge representation and querying under partial closed-
world semantics. (ii) We show how information about recall can be
identified in KBs and in text, and (iii) how it can be estimated via
statistical patterns. (iv) We show how interesting negative state-
ments can be identified, and (v) how recall can be targeted in a
comparative notion.
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1 MOTIVATION
Web-scale knowledge bases (KBs) likeWikidata [32], DBpedia [2] or
Yago [30] are used in applications ranging from question-answering
to personal assistants. Pragmatically constructed from web re-
sources, they focus on representing positive knowledge, i.e., state-
ments that are true. They do not store negative statements. They
are also incomplete, i.e., they do not contain all true statements in
the domain of interest. This means that if a statement is not in the
KB, we do not know whether it is false in the real world or just
absent.

This poses major challenges for the curation and application
of KBs: First, KB curators may want to know where the KB is
incomplete, so that they can prioritize their completion efforts. This
holds in particular for KBs such as NELL [4], which want to auto-
complete themselves. Second, KB applications need to know where
the data is incomplete, so as to alert end users of quality issues.
For example, a query for “the largest city in Japan” may return the
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wrong answer if Tokyo happens to be absent in the KB. Similarly,
a KB that is used for question-answering in an enterprise setting
needs awareness of when a question surpasses its knowledge [22].
This holds in particular for boolean questions, such as “Did Airbus
produce this plane”, where a “no” could come simply from missing
information. Finally, a comprehensive answer to the request to
summarize the salient information about an entity should contain
also salient facts that do not apply.

Traditionally, KB construction and curation has focused on the
aspects of provenance and accuracy [21, 33]. Yet recent years have
seen a maturing of formalisms for describing recall and negative
knowledge [1, 5, 18], as well as a rise of statistical and text-based
methods for estimating recall [3, 7, 12–14, 17, 24, 29] and deriving
negative statements [1, 13]. Systematizing these approaches, and
making them accessible to the general database audience, is the
topic of this tutorial. The tutorial will be of interest to theoreticians
as well as practitioners. It will inform the audience about the latest
advances in completeness assessment and negation, and equip them
with a repertoire of methodologies to better represent and assess
the recall of specific datasets.

2 DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Length: Half day (3 hours)

Outline

(1) Introduction (10 minutes): We outline the gaps in exist-
ing web-scale KBs [26], and motivate the importance of cap-
turing information about completeness, recall and salient
negations in KBs with several use cases.

(2) Logical foundations (20 minutes): We outline the logi-
cal framework in which KBs operate, the open world as-
sumption, the partial-closed world assumption (PCWA) [5,
6, 8], the implications this framework has for query an-
swering [25], as well as the formal semantics of complete-
ness assertions, how they can be practically represented in
databases [15, 20, 28] and knowledge base [5].

(3) Cardinalities from KBs and text as ground truth (45
min):We explain the challenges in obtaining human ground
truth, and the role that relation cardinality information plays
in recall assessment. In particular, we show how existing
cardinality information inside KBs can be identified and used
to assess completeness [10], as well as how this information
can be extracted from natural language documents [18].
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(4) Predictive recall assessment (45 min): We present three
lines of approaches: (i) Supervised machine learning to iden-
tify complete or incomplete regions of KBs [7], (ii) unsuper-
vised statistical techniques, such as species sampling tech-
niques from ecology [17, 31], density-based estimators [14]
and statistical invariants about number distributions [29],
(iii) linguistic theories about human conversations, which
tell in which contexts information is likely complete, and in
which contexts it is not [24].

(5) Identifying salient negations (30 min): We show why
explicit negations are needed in open-world settings, and
how they can be automatically mined by locally inferring
closed-world topics from reference peer entities [1]. We con-
trast this approach with text extraction based on search
engine query logs or Wikipedia text revisions [13], as well as
language-modelling-based extraction [27], and outline open
issues in terms of ontology modelling.

(6) Relative recall (30 min): We finally relax stricter absolute
notions of recall, and show how recall can be measured
in a relative manner, especially via extrinsic use cases like
question answering and entity summarization [12, 23], by
comparison with open information extraction or external
reference resources [9, 19], and by comparison with other
comparable entities inside the KB [3, 11, 16].

Practical sessions Each part will have a practical component,
where participants familiarize themselves with sample tools for
the respective topic (for example, data quality tools like Recoin
(https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Recoin), ProWD (https://prowd.id),
Wikinegata (https://d5demos.mpi-inf.mpg.de/negation), CounQER
(https://counqer.mpi-inf.mpg.de/spo)), Cool-WD (cool-wd.inf.unibz.it).

3 TUTORIAL MATERIAL
Attendees will be provided with slides, as well as link collections to
relevant tools, code repositories and datasets, under a permissive
license.

4 AUDIENCE
We expect a broad audience for this tutorial that can be divided
into three groups: (1) knowledge acquisition engineers interested
in tracking quality, and focusing extraction efforts; (2) application
engineers interested in understanding knowledge quality; (3) formal
semantics researchers interested in modeling knowledge beyond
the open-world assumption.

Correspondingly, the tutorial will be organized so that partici-
pants with varying backgrounds can benefit. Only a basic familiarity
with general database modelling (e.g., ER data model) is required,
beyond that, all important concepts will be introduced formally, as
well as by examples.

5 PRESENTERS
Simon Razniewski (primary contact) - Max Planck Institute
for Informatics, srazniew@mpi-inf.mpg.de, http://simonrazniewski.
com. Simon Razniewski is a senior researcher at the Max Planck
Institute for Informatics in Saarbrücken, Germany, where he heads
the Knowledge Base Construction and Quality research area. He
has been a driver behind recent research around completeness,

recall and negation in KBs, and has ample didactical experience
from university teaching, and conference tutorials on commonsense
knowledge (e.g., AAAI’21, WSDM’21).
HibaArnaout -Max Planck Institute for Informatics, harnaout@mpi-
inf.mpg.de, http://people.mpi-inf.mpg.de/~harnaout/. Hiba Arnaout
is a PhD student at the Max Planck Insitute for Informatics, in
Saarbrücken, Germany. Her primary academic interests include
Knowledge Base quality and negation in Knowledge Bases. Hiba
has authored an award-wining paper on interesting negative state-
ments in Knowledge Bases, published at AKBC’20, and presented
at ISWC’20, as significant Web Semantic related work in a sister-
conference.
ShresthaGhosh -Max Planck Institute for Informatics, ghoshs@mpi-
inf.mpg.de, https://people.mpi-inf.mpg.de/~ghoshs/. ShresthaGhosh
is a PhD student at the Max Planck Institute for Informatics in
Saarbrücken, Germany. Her primary research is on exploring set
information in Knowledge Bases and text to improve recall on
count queries. She has published her work in JWS’20, ESWC’20 and
presented at the doctoral consortium track of ISWC’20.
Fabian Suchanek - Institut Polytechnique de Paris,
fabian@suchanek.name, http://suchanek.name. Fabian Suchanek
is a professor at Institut Polytechnique de Paris in France, and
the creator of the YAGO knowledge base. He has ample didactical
experience, and authored more than 100 publications in the area
of knowledge bases (with 12k citations in total), several of these
specifically concerning completeness.

6 RELATED EVENTS
This tutorial represents completely novel material and has not
been presented anywhere so far. Modified versions of the proposal
have also been submitted to two complementary communities,
semantic web (ISWC’21), and computational logics (KR’21), but
these conferences take place several months after VLDB, and the
communities have different foci.

We are not aware of any similar tutorials by other presenters in
the past.

7 REQUIREMENTS
A a live internet connection is beneficial to try out examples on web-
deployed KBs, but we will show them in the presentation screen
too, so recordings can also be watched offline.
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